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Who has used generative AI?
e.g. (ChatGPT, Dall-E,..)
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Pieter Delobelle
• PhD student in fairness & language 

models sinds 2019 
! Part of the DTAI research group with professors Luc De Raedt, Jesse Davis, 
Hendrik Blockeel, Tias Guns, Bettina Berendt… 

• First author of our RobBERT model 
(state-of-the-art Dutch BERT language model)

• Working on fairness issues in language models  
(e.g. trying to remove gender biases)
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Part 1 
What is AI?



Who has used other kinds of AI?
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So not generative AI



AI is everywhere
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Machine learning, deep learning, AI

8https://blogsinsider.blogspot.com/2018/10/relationship-between-ai-ml-dl.html



Part 2 
Language



How does a text generator work?
Example: 
1. Open your smartphone keyboard on a text field (notes) 

2. Press the suggested word above the keyboard 

3. Repeat 10 times 

4. You now generated text that sounds like you! 

Autocomplete counted how many times you used certain 
words when you used the keyboard
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≈ autocomplete on 
steroids

Autoregressive models like GPT

Probability of next token 
given previous tokens
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DTAI

Different kinds of language models
• Autoregressive language models (e.g. GPT3) 

    

• Masked language model (e.g. BERT, RobBERT) 
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DTAI

Different kinds of language models
• Autoregressive language models (e.g. GPT-3) 

    

• Masked language model (e.g. Google’s BERT, our RobBERT model) 
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GPT-3 training

All text from the internet
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Training process of few million $

Best publicly available language model



First GPT-3 (2020)
Could solve tasks with examples 
= Pretrain & Few-shot Prompt

Keeps rambling: replicates how 
internet pages sound 
(eg. Keeps generating new comments after the 
negative label)

4000 tokens input+output limiet
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https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer 16

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer


GPT-3 update cyclus
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InstructGPT (2022)
Finetuned GPT-3 to follow 
instructions 
Pretrain & Zero-shot Prompt

Stops generating


A bit less toxic and less 
hallucinations



RLHF (Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback)
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ChatGPT (2022)
Finetuned GPT-3 for conversations 
with RLHF 

Keeps conversations 

Fastest-growing platform ever
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Main strengths
Not copy writing  
But copy editing & paraphrasing to every form and style
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Prompt Engineering 
 

Previously: 
How do you implement AI? 

 
Now: 

How do you ask this best to a generative AI?
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Prompt Engineering
Voodoo magic 

But also empirically evaluated tricks 

With some intuition as why they work
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Basic prompt
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Trick 1: Give examples (“Few-shot”)
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Trick 2: Give the language model a role (“role-prompting”)

Say to ChatGPT to mimic an expert 
"You are an expert X with proven track 
record on X’. I am looking to Y. Your 
task is Z. My first command is …"

“localizes” task in the model 
 

Some more inspiration 
https://github.com/f/awesome-chatgpt-prompts 
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https://github.com/f/awesome-chatgpt-prompts


Trick 2: Give the language model a role (“role-prompting”)
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Now available in the OpenAI playground and the API



Problem: GPT-3 is bad at math…
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Trick 3: Ask to reason aloud (“Zero-shot chain-of-thought”)
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Works for most tasks
Best in “Q: …. A: Let’s think step by step.” format
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Trick 4: Ask for explicit intermediate steps



Trick 5: Examples with reasoning steps
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Trick 6: Force ChatGPT to ask 
questions instead of answering

ChatGPT is trained to answer directly 

! Force it to ask questions 

Example prompt: 
You are an expert X with proven track 
record on X’. I am looking to Y. Your task 
is Z, while constantly asking questions to 
better grasp what I’m looking for. Do you 
understand what I’m saying?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QmA7S2iGBjk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmA7S2iGBjk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmA7S2iGBjk


Bing Assistant
Cites sources by using search results in answer, but same weaknesses (hallucinating)
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WordTune

https://www.wordtune.com/ 35

https://www.wordtune.com/


Notion.AI

https://www.notion.so/product/ai 36

https://www.notion.so/product/ai


Microsoft Copilot

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/03/16/introducing-microsoft-365-copilot-your-copilot-for-work/ 37

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/03/16/introducing-microsoft-365-copilot-your-copilot-for-work/


Time for 
a break



Part 3 
Images
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https://twitter.com/Miamiamia0103/status/1550863605519847425



Latent space
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Latent space

42
https://thomaswinters.be/samsonderzoek
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https://twitter.com/Miamiamia0103/status/1550863605519847425



Image generation
• Autoencoders and GANs can generate images (…-2020) 

• But not easy to train and use 
• Low-varying images, e.g. faces: https://this-person-does-not-exist.com 

• Difficulties with consistency (e.g. left and right ear) 

• Now: diffusion and attention models
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https://this-person-does-not-exist.com
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https://twitter.com/Miamiamia0103/status/1550863605519847425



Connecting images and text
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E.g. CLIP from OpenAI



Different image generators
• DALL-E (2) 

• Closed-source models by OpenAI 

• Stable Diffusion 
• Publicly available diffusion model 
• Different interactions (generation, “out-painting”) 

• Midjourney 
• Interaction through Discord
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Prompting
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Images to condition on Prompt Arguments

for Midjourney



Lexica: prompt search engine for stable diffusion
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Prompt engineering: finding the data distribution

• Models are trained on 
text+image pairs 

• Metadata can be a proxy 
for good images 
• e.g. aperture (f/11) 
• "Trending on …"
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Prompt extender

51https://huggingface.co/spaces/daspartho/prompt-extend



DreamBooth
Finetune Stable Diffusion to generate images of whatever 

you want (like my colleague Thomas Winters did) 

52https://thomaswinters.be 
https://stable-diffusion-art.com/dreambooth/



Prompt weights
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for Midjourney

https://docs.midjourney.com/docs/multi-prompts



Negative prompting
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for Midjourney

https://docs.midjourney.com/docs/multi-prompts

vibrant tulip fields --no red



Part 4 
Limitations



Hallucination
GPT generates nonsense with confidence
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Data safety
GPT-3 runs on an online platform that saves every request 

Watch out when using sensitive information
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https://businessinsider.com/amazon-chatgpt-openai-warns-employees-not-
share-confidential-information-microsoft-2023-1 

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/6783457-chatgpt-general-faq 

https://businessinsider.com/amazon-chatgpt-openai-warns-employees-not-share-confidential-information-microsoft-2023-1
https://businessinsider.com/amazon-chatgpt-openai-warns-employees-not-share-confidential-information-microsoft-2023-1
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/6783457-chatgpt-general-faq


Limited context window
Models can only have a limited number of words as input 
!Problem for long documents

GPT-3 / ChatGPT: 4096 tokens (~3K words)
GPT-4: 32K tokens (~25K words)

“solution”: iterative summarization or generation 
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Math
Issues with tokenization 

… and no built-in calculator, just next token prediction
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Gender biases: issues for both text and images

60https://twitter.com/mmitchell_ai/status/1650110045781393410



Creativity? Can AI generate "new" ideas
• Models have representations of known concepts 

• e.g. Kermit the frog, a sauna 
• No images of kermit in a sauna exist … until now
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Creativity? Can AI generate "new" ideas
• Models have representations of known concepts 

• e.g. Kermit the frog, a sauna 
• No images of kermit in a sauna exist … until now 

• Concepts are based on the training data
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Thanks!
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This presentation was partially based on slides of Thomas Winters.


